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assume at first that all messages involved in such a collision
will bedestroyed.Whenthedestruction
of its message becomes known to the terminal it
will, after a somewhat randomizeddelay,retransmitthemessage.
We shallnotspecify
how the failure of its message becomes known to the terminal,
but assume that this knowledge is free.
Schemes based on the ALOHA idea have been extensively
treated [ 11, [ 9 ] , [ 121. ALOHA is obviously good when the
system is lightlyutilizedanddestructiveinterference
is not
very likely. When the load
is heavy, a significant fraction of
the transmissions will fail as a result of collisions. The wasteful effect of collisions can be reduced if all transmissions are
of the same length [ 51. This is usually achieved by breaking
long messages into packets of a fixed maximum size.
We assume that this is always done and, despite the fact that one
message may result in several packets, we assume that arrival
of separate packets into our system
is independent, and that
the total arrival process is Poisson. The wasteful effect of collisions can be further reduced if time is slotted (where each slot
has a duration which
is equal to a packet transmission time)
and if terminals are constrained to start transmitting only at
the beginning of a slot. The resulting access scheme is called
slotted ALOHA, and the maximum fraction of the time slots
it can use for successful transmissions is knownt o b e l l e[ 161.
Let us choose the data unit so that the average length of a
message
is equal to 1. This is simply a convenient normalizaI. INTRODUCTION
tion, which is equivalent to measuring the capacity of the comONSIDERalargenumberofterminals,physically
dis- municationchannelin
messages (ofanaveragelength)per
tributedoveralargegeographicregion.
If allterminals
second, instead of measuring in bits per second. The throughwish to communicate with one destination, we shall call the
put-delayperformance
of theALOHAschemes
is notdesystemcentralizedandthecommondestinationthestation.
[ 121. For simplicity
scribed by a simple analytic expression
Assumingthecommunicationresourceavailable
is aradio
we shall use the following ad hoc expression to describe the
channel of a given bandwidth, how should this common chan- performance of the ALOHA schemes:
nel be shared among the terminals?
If the terminals were colocated in the same place, the best way to use the channelis t o
1
T = -.
form a queue of busy terminals (i.e., those having anything to
(1)
c - eS
transmit) and to let them use the full bandwidth available one
after the other. Forming one queue is much better than giving
of the system, C is the
Here T is theaverageresponsetime
each terminal a fraction
of the bandwidth, and letting each
of
the
communication
channel,and
S
capacity
(bandwidth)
terminal queue its own messages[ 71.
is the system throughput (messages per slot). We shall assume
I t is no trivial matter to have all terminals form one queue
that this expression describes the optimum envelope of slotted
when the terminals are numerous and distributed over large
ALOHA and unslotted ALOHA performance curves. (For S +
distances. Of special interest, then, is the ALOHA approach,
0 itdescribesunslottedALOHA;for
SIC + l / e itdescribes
no resourcesincoordinationandcontrolof
whichinvests
slottedALOHA.)Equation(1)
is asimpletwo-parameter
terminals. When using the (unslotted) ALOHA scheme, each
approximationthatreproducestheknownbehaviorwhen
terminal transmits whenever it has a message ready. If more
S = 0 andwhen S/C = l / e .F o r asimilarthree-parameter
thanoneterminal
is transmittingatthesametime,aconapproximation see [ 101.
flict will occur in the use
of the radio channel, and we shall
Assume that the throughput S and the acceptable delay T
arespecified,andthat
we seekanaccessschemethat
will
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Abstract-We consider a distributed communication network with
many terminals which are distributed in space and wish to communicate witheachotherusingacommonradiochannel.Choosingthe
transmission range in such a network involves the following tradeoff:
to reachtheirdestinations in a few
a long range enables messages
hops, but increasesthe amount of traffic competing forthe channel at
every point.
in randomaccess
We give a simplemodelfortheper-hopdelay
networks,analyzethistradeoff,
andgivetheoptimaltransmission
range. When choosing this optimal range, as a function of specified
trafficanddelayparameters,networksdemonstrateanimportant
to trafficmakes
self-adjusting capability. This capability to adjust
heavily loaded networks far better thancentralized systems(in which all
messages must reach one common destination).
Dividing a terminal population into power groups can improve any
randomaccesssystem,especiallywhenthetraffic
is splitbetween
groups in an appropriate way, which we demonstrate. But since networks are hurt by destructive interference less than centralized systems, it is harder to improve them. Using power groups can significantly improve centralized systems, but will lead to a smaller relative
improvement in networks. Decomposing the system into ahierarchy of
ALOHA levels, with only a small population contending
at thetop
level,can improvecentralizedsystemsbutdoesnotimprovenetworks.
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Inverting (1) we see that the capacity necessary when using
ALOHA is given by C = eS
1/T. When messages arrive independentlyandtheirlengthsareexponentiallydistributed,
the bestschemeistheM/M/lqueue,wherethenecessary
capacity is C = S
1/T. The qualityof the ALOHA scheme is
therefore simply ( S T -t l)/(eST 1). We see that the ALOHA
schemehasaquality
of 1whenthetraffic
isverybursty
(ST
l ) , i.e., it then needs no more capacity than the M/M/1
scheme,andaqualityl/ewhenthetraffic
is verysteady
( S T % 1).
In the centralized system described above, all messages have
onecommondestination,
even thoughtheirsourcesare
distributed. When the traffic to be carried is between many terminal pairs we have a different problem, which we shall call
the network problem. .That is, in a network, both the sources
of messages and their destinations are distributed.
I n describing the centralized system we have implicitly assumed that all
terminals can transmit with enough range
to reach the station
(i.e., we are not power limited), and that transmitting directly
to the station is the best policy. If the transmission range is
not enough to span the distance from source to destination,
the messagewillhave
t o bereceivedbysomeintermediate
node and relayed towards its destination. That
is,amessage
may need more than one hop in order to reach its destination.
The intermediate nodeis often called a repeater.
We have assumed that the centralized system
is a one-hop
system, but we shall explicitly treat the question
of transmission range in networks, since it introduces an important tradeoff: ashorttransmissionrangemakesmorehopsnecessary,
but reduces the interfering traffic. We shall see that choosing
an appropriate range, as a function of traffic characteristics,
will lead t o the self-adjusting capability referred to in our title.
In Section I1 we give a model for the per-hop delay in networks, assuming we have a model for the delay in centralized
systems and that we can calculate the total contending traffic
at any point. In Section 111 we use this one-hop delay model to
analyzethechoice
of transmissisonrange,anddemonstrate
the self-adjustingcapability of random accessnetworks.In
Section IV we introduce two ideas that help random access
centralized systems when they are really bad, i.e., when they
are very steady. These ideas contribute much less
to random
accessnetworks,becausewhenthesecanadjustthey
will
rarelybeverysteady.Generalconclusionsare
giveninSection V .

+

+

+

11. ONE-HOPDELAY IN NETWORKS
Explicit and simple models for delay in random access communication systems are rare. Even if we had such models for
centralizedsystems,theyarenotdirectlyapplicabletonetworks.Inthissection
we presentamodelfortheone-hop
delay in networks. We assume that the transmission policy of
allterminalsischosen
tooptimizetheoverallnetworkperformance. We also assume that our network covers a region
of space that is large enough
t o m a k e edge effects negligible,
thatterminalsareplacedeverywherewiththesamedensity,
and that the terminal density is very high, so we may make all
of terminals.Other
calculationsas if we hadacontinuum
assumptions we adopt are as follows.
1) ‘The rate of trafficexchangedbetweenanytwosmall
geographic areas depends only on the size of the areas and the
distancebetweenthem.Theratedoesnotdependonthe
identity (i.e., location) of the areas or the direction from one
to the other. That is, our network is homogeneous and isotropic in its statistical properties.
2) The terminal’s antenna is simple, and the signal propagates equally in all directions.
3) A transmission will not be bothered by other transmissions that are not within range
of its (possibly intermediate)
destination, but will be destroyed by any simultaneous trans-

mission thattakesplacewithinrange
of itsdestination.A
transmission will besuccessfulwheneveritistheonlyone
within range of its destination. That is, we assume a definite
range, beyond which no interference is felt. This is, of course,
anabstraction of the realworld,inwhichbothsuccessful
reception and destructive interference are probabilistic events.
Consider, for example, a network using slotted ALOHA.
F o r simplicity we shall ignore the fact that the synchronization necessary for slotted ALOHA is hard to achieve in a network with long-range transmissions and partially overlapping
ranges. Consider a given terminal with a rate of s messages per
slot destined to another terminal. A transmission
will be successfulonly if there is noothertransmissionwithenough
range to interfere with it. Our terminal will, therefore, have t o
offer a total traffic of g messages per slot in order to succeed
ab arate s, where g includesretransmissions of previously
unsuccessful messages. Let G be the total offered traffic per
slot heard at the destination. Assume that
G is created by an
infinitepopulation of terminals,andthattheamountcontributed to it by every source-destination pair
is a Bernoulli
process independent of the traffic offered by any other sourcedestination pair. Returning to our given terminal, whose contribution to G is minute, we must have s = g c G , where eis simply the probability that no other
message is transmitted
in the slots used by our terminal. Summing over all transmissions heard at our destinationwe get
~

S, = Ge-

(2)

where S , denotes the total rate of successful traffic heard at
ourdestination.Thistotaltrafficconsists
of messageswith
manydifferentdestinations,andthe
success of eachmessage depends on what happens at its destination. But all these
messages contendwithourtransmissionfortheuse
of the
channel around our destination.
Equation ( 2 ) looks exactly like the equation describing a
centralized slotted ALOHA system [ 161. G and S , do not, of
course, depend on the transmission in question, and
wecan
thereforesaythatanytransmissionseesanALOHAsystem
S,, wherethe
atitsdestinationwithathroughputequalto
subscript on S , stands for contending. If we unnormalize S ,
and measure it in messages per unit time, we may use (1) and
write the averagedelayperhopsufferedbyanymessageas
follows:
T=-.

1
C - eS,

(3)

Inthecentralizedcase,interferencealwaysdestroysboth
messages involved. In the network case analyzed here, this is
not necessarily true. Since the ranges
of the transmission involvedandtheirdestinationsmaybeverydifferent,acollision of t w o messages at the first’s destination will destroy the
first,butmaynotbotherthesecondatitsdestination.
We
shall use (3) for the delay in ALOHA networks, even though
what happens at each destination is not equivalent to a closed,
centralized ALOHA system; this is supported by [ 171 where
the optimal transmission policy for ALOHA networks, given
the hearingmatrix,isshown
t o be identical to the optimal
policy in centralized ALOHA systems. However, our goal here
istochoosetheoptimumhearingmatrixbychoosingthe
transmission range.
Equation (3), as a model for the per-hop delay in ALOHA
networks, rests on two procedures, both
of which can be applied to random access networks in general. The first procedure is t o use the contending traffic S, and the available capacity C in the expression for delay in the centralized system to
gettheper-hopdelayinthenetwork.Thisprocedurewas
[ 2 ] to model large networks.It was presented
firstusedin
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in [ 141andevaluatedbycomparingwithsimulationresults
for networks with 10 and 20 nodes. Evaluating this procedure
for reallylargenetworksismuchharder-there
is nothing
feasible to compare with. The second procedure is to approximate the delay in a random access system by a simple twoparameter approximation like' (1). If we substitute l/e by the
maximum utilization of any centralized random access scheme,
(3) will thenmodeltheper-hopdelayinthecorresponding
random access network.
so farappliestoanynetworkwhich
is
Thediscussion
homogeneous and isotropic in a statistical sense. We shall now
calculate S, assuming
every
message
is transmitted with
exactly the range necessary to reach its destination.
Let S be
the total traffic coming out of a unit area, and let f ( r ) be the
trafficdensity.That
is, thetrafficgoingfromonesmall
(source)area
d A , toanothersmall(destination)area
dAd
isgiven by f(r)dA,dA,, where r is the distance between the
two smallareas. We obviouslyhave S = J,"=0f(r)2nrdr and
f(r)2nr/S is therefore the probability density function for the
distance traveled by a message. N , the average distance traveled
I
R
by messages, is given by N S = Jg0rf(r)2nr dr. Let d S , be the Fig. 1. Two bounds on S,, the total traffic contending at each point.
contribution to S, of messages whose range is between r and
r
dr. Such a message will be heard at a given destination if
r aroundthat
itstartsanywherewithinacirclewithradius
subjectto
Xi 2X,
xi 2 0.
d S , = n r 2 f ( r ) 2 n rd r , where
destination. We canthenwrite
nr2 is the source area, 2nr dr the destination area, and f ( r ) the
Thesolution of thisminimizationproblem
gives theequal
traffic density. Integrating we get
step result stated in the theorem.
m
Let us now consider the following family of policies which
nr2f(r)2rrr dr = nSN2
useaperfectlyadjustablebutlimitedtransmissionrange.
sc=
R , the path of every message will
Given the maximum range
be divided into the minimum number of equal hops. Which
R
where 3 is the second moment of the distance traveled. Sub- will give the best overall system performance? Should we try
stituting (4) in (3) we see that an ALOHA network in which
to make R as large as possible? To answer these questions we
every message reaches its destination exactly in one hop has
must determine how S, depends on R .
t h e same delay-capacity relationship as a centralized ALOHA
Writing S, as a function of
R and the distribution of the
system carrying a total traffic n S N 2 .
distances traveled is a straightforward but cumbersome operaEquation (4) canalso be obtained directly. By symmetry
tion.However,thefollowingboundsaresimpletoobtain.
S, must be equal toS timesLhe average area in which messages Since S,(R) is a monotonic increasing function of
R , an obvious bound is S,(R) < S,(m) = n S N 2 . When R is very large,
are heard, and this areais n N 2 .
allmessages will reachtheirdestinationinonehop,
so the
equality here follows from (4).Another bound, especially use111. CHOOSING THE RANGE
fulwhen R issmall,canbeobtainedasfollows.Thetotal
Thesimplicity of (4)isaresult
of theassumptionthat
area covered by the several transmissions of a message that has
power can be adjusted exactly to reach the destination. But
to travel a distance r can be bounded from above by ( r / R ) n R 2 .
even if we can adjust the range so as to exactly reach the des- In analogy to (4), S,(R) can therefore be bounded by
tination in one hop, is this a good policy? In [ 81 the question
was posed thus: should we take giant steps, assuming we can?
nR2f(r)2rrr
dr
= rrRNS.
(5)
It was shown there that if, for a
given C and traffic requirement, the delay per hop grows without bound as a function of
the step size R , then there is an optimal step size, and steps
Fig. 1 shows the two bounds and a hypotheticalS,(R).
should not be giant. We wish to find the optimal range policy
We shall assume that the traffic to be carried is specified,
as a function of traffic requirements, and for this we need the
that an acceptable delay
is specified, and that the goal of a
following.
good designis to make the necessary bandwidth as
smallas
Theorem 1 ; If a message has to travel a distanceX in k hops possible. The specification can be summarized by the dimenit should, in order to make the best
useof the communica1 we call the network
sionless quantity N 2 S T . When N 2 S T
tion resources, do so in k equal hops, each of lengthX / k .
and the traffic bursty, and when N 2 S T S 1 wecall the netProof: Whether wewant to minimize T when S and C work steady.
are given, or to minimize the necessary
C when S and T are
For small R wecanuse
the bound of ( 5 ) as an approxigiven, we must, in order to get the best system, minimize the
mation for S,(R),and we will combine it with N / R as an aptotal contending traffic at each destination. But this is equiva- proximation for the average number of hops per message, to
lent to minimizing the total area at which any
given message get the following approximate expression for the delay
is heard. Let X i be the length of the ith hop, where Z X i = X .
NIR
Theareainwhichourmessageisheardisproportionalto
T=
the Z X i 2 . Minimizing the area at which our message is heard
C - enSNR
is
therefore
the
following
convex
quadratic
programming
Inverting we get
problem:

+

2

I,

<

Minimize

Xi2

C = enSNR

+1

N

- -

T R
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and from this approximate expression for C we get that R*,
the optimal R (i.e., the R that minimizes the necessary C f o r
given N , S, and T), is given by

sametechnology(i.e.,omnidirectionalantennas)butthat
somehowachievesperfectcoordinationbetweenthetraffic
contending at every point, and in which transmission ranges
arechosenoptimally.
We shallcallthis“bestpossible”networkwithperfectcoordinationtheM/M/lnetwork,and
Q of any network to be the inverse
shalldefinethequality
ratiobetweenthecapacitynecessaryforitwhen
S and T
While we use the term optimal R , (7) actually determines the are given andthecapacitynecessaryintheM/M/lnetwork
for the same S and T . In general Q < 1, and equality holds
optimal value for the maximum transmission range. Given the
distanceaspecificmessagehas
to travel, R* determines the onlyfortheM/M/lnetworkitself.Thecapacitynecessary
for thisbestpossibleM/M/lnetworkscheme
is ingeneral
necessarynumberofhops,andthetransmissionrangeof
all hops is then chosen according to Theorem 1. The capacity a function of S, T , and the distribution of distances traveled.
to (7),thatthe
necessary when using the optimal R can be obtained from (6) For verysteadytrafficweget,inanalogy
with the use of (7); it isgiven by the following relation
be- optimal R is given by
tween CT and N 2 S T , both of which are dimensionless quanR*
1
tities:

_-

CT = 2

4m.

N

- d m

and when using this R*, the capacity necessaryis
Whenthetraffic
is verysteady (Le., when P S T % I), (7)
says that R* will be much smaller than
N . The approximations made when writing (6) are consistent with this result,
which is alsoquiteintuitive.Considerasteadysystemwith
a given S andalarge
T. Whenwearewilling
totoleratea
large T the number of hops can be large, and we can therefore
R . Each messagewill
thenbeheardonly
chooseasmall
in a narrow strip along its path,
so S, will be small, and the
necessarybandwidth will thereforealsobesmall.Whenthe
traffic is very bursty, we get from (7) that R* is much larger
than N . This is again very intuitive-when the traffic is bursty
there is littlecontention,andtherefore,almostnothing
is
gained by forcing a message
to undergo more than one hop.
Buttheexactvalue
given by (7) is notmeaningfulwhen
the traffic is bursty, because the approximations used when
writing (6) are notvalid when R is large.
Ageneralconclusionthatemerges
is thatinarandom
access network it is better to limit the transmission range, even
if ourterminalscanadjusttheirrangeexactlyandhaveno
is especially imporpower limitation. This voluntary limiting
tant when the traffic
is verysteady,andtheoptimalrange
limit R for ALOHA networks is then given by (7).
quality of networks? Clearly one
How shall we define the
should not compare a network to one huge centralized MIMI1
systemthatcarriesallmessages
to one common destination
because practical networks have an advantage over centralized
systems: the same capacity can be used in different regions of
thenetworktosuccessfullytransmitdifferentmessagesat
thesametime.Thatis,networkcapacitycanbespatially
reused.
is
A common measure used to characterize access schemes
themaximumutilizationtheycanmakeofthegivencommunication resources. This maximum utilization is sometimes
called capacity,especiallybyauthorswhosevariablesare
normalizedbytheslotsize,andwhothereforedonotexplicitlymentionthechannelbandwidth.
We usetheword
capacity to describe an amount
of communication resources
(i.e., the number of bits or messages that can be transmitted
per second), and utilization to denote the useful fraction of
that capacity.
The quality of a very steady centralized system, as defined
byus [ 2 ] , is equaltoitsmaximumutilization.Bututilization is not a good measure for networks with a continuum of
terminalssinceutilizationcanbeabritrarilyincreasedby
spatial reuse, Le., by limiting the transmission range.
Itseemsthateverynetworkorganizationmustaddress
thequestion of howtocoordinateeverytransmissionwith
a t least all thetrafficthat
is heardatitsdestination.Since
the best possible, system will coordinate this traffic perfectly,
we shall compare all networks to the network that uses the

CT = 2 4 ~ Dividing (10) by (8) we get that the quality of a heavily loaded
ALOHA network with the optimal step size is l/&=
0.607!
How did we get this dramatic improvement over the
heavily
loadedcentralizedALOHAsystem,whosequality
is l / e =
0.367?
We maysaythateverymessageseesatitsdestinationan
ALOHAsystemwhoseutilization,whichweshallcalllocal
utilization, is S,/C. When the traffic is very steady and when
the optimal R is used, we get by substituting
( 7 ) in (5) that
the centralized local utilization is 1/2e, i.e, half the maximum
possibleutilizationofacentralizedALOHAsystem.The
quality of a centralized
ALOHA
system
with
utilization
1/2e is 0.68. It is only at much higher utilizations (closer to
I/e)thatthequalityofacentralizedALOHAsystemgoes
dowwto lle. The need for several hops will bring the quality
of the ALOHA network down, from 0.68 to 0.607.
We see,
R as afunctionof
therefore,thatbychoosingtheoptimal
burstiness,ourALOHAnetworkhasgainedaself-adjusting
capability, and it will not allow
itself to be pushed to higher
loads, where itis really bad.
Results analogous t o (8) can be obtained for any random
accessnetwork,andtheself-adjustingcapability
is common
t o all of them: the quality of the very steady random access
network with the optimal R is the square root of the quality
ofthecorrespondingverysteady
centralized system.From
(8) we also see that random access networks with the optimal
R show an economy of scale when very steady: for a given T ,
the necessary C grows only like
Comparing (7) and ( 9 ) we see that the optimal transmission
is smallerthanthe
radius R inasteadyALOHAnetwork
optimal R in an M/M/l network by a factor1 1 6 The optimal
R in both networks goes to zero
as the traffic becomes very
steady. We haveimplicitlyassumedthattherealways
is a
terminal at the end
of the hop that can receive our message
and forward it. But
if R becomestoosmall,theremaynot
beaterminal
so convenientlysituated.If
R becomeseven
smaller, our terminal may not be able to communicate with
anyotherterminal,andthenetworkmaybecomedisconnected. Kleinrock and Silvester [ 11 1 treat this issue explicitly,
while calculating the optimum transmission range with a differentobjective:obtainingthemaximumthroughputfrom
thegivenchannel,assuminginfinitedelay
is acceptable. We
shall not treat this issue here, but our assertion about the selfadjusting capability of networks must be qualified.
ConsideronceagainanALOHAnetworkandanM/M/l
network, both carrying the same very steady traffic. If it
is
practicalfortheALOHAnetworktochoosetheoptimal

6
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THE ALOHA NETWORK CAN, BY CHOOSING A
TRANSMISSION RANGE THAT IS SMALLER THAN
THE RANGE OPTIMAL FOR THF MIMI1 NETWORK,
MAKE ITS REOUIRED CAPACITY : :ILY & TIMES
LARGER THAN THAT OF THE k ! M / l NETWORK

will help boththerandomaccessnetworkandthe
M/M/1
network.Butwhenevertheyusethesametechnology,a
comparisonbetweenthemwillshowtheinherentcostdue
to the random access aspect of the network, and this inherent
cost is 1 1 6 ,
Until now we have assumed the networks consist
of many
2 can
terminals distributed uniformly in the plane, Theorem
be easily generalized [3] to networks consisting of terminals
ALOHA NETWORK
distributed in more than two dimensions.
2 is not valid foroneSomewhatsurprisingly,Theorem
dimensional networks whose terminals are distributed in one
dimension,forexample,alongacoastline.Inthatcasewe
get the following.
M / M / 1 NETWORK
S, is equal to
Theorem 3: Inaone-dimensionalnetwork
2 N S , and is independent both of the need to break message
pathsintoseveralhopsand
of thepolicy of implementing
such a break, as long as the policy
is appliedeverywherein
the same way, that
is, aslongasa
message path of a given
length will be broken in the same way, wherever it originates.
Proof: Given in [ 3 ] .
Inone-dimensionalnetworks,
if rangecanbeerfectly
1
is !kenever
adjustedweshould,therefore,takeagiantstep
possible.Evenwhenthetraffic
is verysteadyth,-.-:
is n o
TRANSMISSION RADIUS ( R )
reason t o limitthestepsize,sincenodecrease
i,; S, will
Fig. 2. Capacity necessary for very steady two-dimensional networks.
follow. One-dimensional ALOHA networks have a lccal utilization and a network quality both of which are equal to l/e.
Intherest
of thispaperweshallconsideronlytwo-dimenR according t o (7), thenit will needonly&timesmore
sional networks.
capacitythantheoptimalM/M/lnetwork,i.e.,itsquality
Theorem 2 answers the question of the optimal transmisBut if R cannot be made so small, the quality
will be l/*
is verysteady.This
is satisfying
of the ALOHA network will go down. If the ALOHA network sionrangewhenthetraffic
have anefficiencyproblem
R as the optimal M/M/1 net- becauserandomaccessschemes
is constrained to use the same
work, then its local utilization will be l/(e
1 ) = 0.269 and exactly when the traffic is steady. When the traffic is bursty,
there is littleneedforimprovingrandomaccessnetworks.
itsqualitywillbe
2 / ( e i1) = 0.538. If both the ALOHA
Whenrange
is perfectlyadjusted,therangelimit
R grows
and the M/M/l networks carry a very steady traffic but are
is
constrained to use an R that is much larger than the one given whenthetrafficbecomesbursty,andwhenthetraffic
very bursty, giant stepping
is the best. That is, each message
by ( 9 ) , then the local utilization of the ALOHA network and
should be transmitted with enough range to reach its destinaits quality will be l/e.
tion directly (in one hop). These general conclusions change,
Fig. 2 sketches the dependence of the necessary capacity
onceweconsidernetworksinwhichrangecannot
be peronthetransmissionrange,intheALOHAandM/M/1netfectly adjusted.
works .
Assumenowthatterminalscannotadjusttherangeof
Ourtreatment
of randomaccessnetworkscanbesumtheir transmissions, and that all transmissions, by all terminals,
marized as follows.
R . Sincetherangeof
all transmismusthaveafixedrange
Theorem 2: Consideranetworkcarryingaverysteady
sions is fixedandconstant,somemessageswillovershoot
trafficandusingarandomaccessschemewhosemaximum
utilization, when used in a centralized communication system, their destinations. The amount of traffic contending at every
it waswhenrange
point will thereforebelargernowthan
is u.
was perfectlyadjusted.Whenthetraffic
is verysteady, R
Assumethattherange
of everytransmissioncanbeperfectly adjusted, but only up to a maximum range R . If R can will be very small, and the overshoot will not contribute anyS., Theorem 2 will thereforebe
valid
thingsignificantto
beoptimizedfreely(i.e.,madeassmallasnecessary),then
eachtransmissionwillseeasystemwhose
local utilization even if all transmissionsmustusethepredeterminedrange
[ 3 ] . Whenthetraffic
is bursty, S, will growsignificantly
is u / 2 and he network quality will b e
when
all
transmissions
have
a fixed range, andR will then have
,
Proof: Followstriviallyfromtheprecedingdiscussion.
to be limited.
Theorem 2 can be immediately generalized to the situation
To summarizethissection:whenconsideringcentralized
in which the antenna carried by terminals
is somewhat direcsystemswecansaythatrandomaccessschemesaregood
tional. Assume the antenna radiates into a cone, which takes
is steady.
a fraction (Y of the sphere. This is, of course, a gross simplifi- when the traffic is bursty and bad when the traffic
This statement is true in general for networks,
too. But netcation of therealradiationpattern,but
is consistentwith
works have a self-adjusting property-by controlling the maxioursimplemodeling
of transmissionrange.Ifwecompare
the case of an omnidirectional antenna to this case
of an a- mumtransmissionrangeandreducingitwhenthetraffic
is steady,wecanmakerandomaccessnetworkssuffer
less
directional
antenna
we
find
that,
with
any
transmission
policy,thetotalinterferingtrafficatanypoint
is smaller from destructive interference than centralized systems.
by a factor a. The optimal R for steady traffic, given by ( 1 3 ) ,
IV, IMPROVING
ALOHA NETWORKS
will becomelargerby
1 1 6 (weshallnothave
to push so
much towards small
R ) , and the necessary capacity of (14)
In this section we shall consider two ideas that can improve
fi Butwhenwecomparean
a- randomaccesscommunicationsystemsbymakingthem
willbecomesmallerby
less
directional random access network to an a-directional M/M/I
random, in a sense. These ideas-dividing terminals into power
networkwefindthatthelocalutilizationandthenetwork
groupsandcreatingamultilevelhierarchicalorganizationqualityintheoptimizedstructurewillremainasstatedin
areinprincipleapplicabletoeveryrandomaccessscheme,
technology
(i.e.,
directionality)
Theorem 2 . An improved
but we shall analyze only their effecton ALOHA.

/
/

/
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+
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Inthemodels
of ALOHAsystemspresented
so far,we
assumedthatinthecase
of interference, both messageswill
be destroyed.But
if the collidingmessagesvarygreatly
in
receivedpower,thereceivermaybeable
to receivethe
strongeronecorrectly
even inthepresence
of theother,
weaker, signal. The receiver is then saidto capture the stronger
signal. The capability to capture some messages will obviously
improve every ALOHA system. Let
US first see the resulting
improvementincentralized
a
ALOHAsystem,where
all
messages have one common destination. Roberts [ 6 ] proposed
and analyzed a capture model in which the power differences
resulted from different distances to the common destinations.
Our approach is different. We shall assume that the terminal
population is split into two groups, that one group is transmitting with more power than the other, and that this splitting
ispurposelydoneinordertoimprovesystemperformance.
In order to abstract the geometric details out
of the model,
we shall adopt the following assumption
[ I S ] . The power of
the two groups is significantly different. When two transmissionsfromthesamegroupoccursimultaneously,they
will
always destroy each other. When one strong transmission and
any number of weak transmissions compete for the ear of the
common station, the strong one
will always be captured successfully.Thisseparationintogroupsintroduces,therefore,
a partial coordination into the random world
of ALOHA.
It may be possible t o achieve such a coordination between
groups by techniques that do not rely on a power difference
betweenthem.Adistinctivepreamble,forexample,may
allowaterminaltosuccessfullyreceiveatransmissionfrom
onegroup,which
weshallcall
strong, evenin thepresence
of transmissions from theweak group. In a system which
is not
perfectly slotted, the first of two interfering
signals of equal
strength to arrive at a receiver maysurvive the collision and be
successfully received. From now on, strong and weak should
not therefore be taken literally-they d o n o t necessarily refer
to transmissionpower,butsimplycharacterizethegroup
of transmissionslikely t o win or losewhencompetingwith
the other group.
What willbe
theresultingimprovement
if weintroduce
groupsintoaheavilyloadedALOHAcentralizedsystem?
If thestronggroup
isselfish it canignoretheweakgroup,
andusethechannel
as much as possible. The strong group
will then successfully utilize 1/e = 0.367 of the slots, and will
leave l / e of theslotsfree.(Inaddition,
0.276 of theslots
willbewastedoncollisions.)Theweakgroupcanutilize
at most l / e of what is left free for it, i.e., it can utilize l/e2 =
0.135 of theslots,andthetotalrate
of successbyboth
groups will be 0.503.
The channel can be better utilized if the strong group will
not be so selfish. To see this, let us now consider the division
into groups asadesign
parameter.Assumethatwe
have an
infinite
population
of terminals,
and
that
each
terminal
contributes only a minute fraction
of the total traffic. While
we have spoken of strong and weak terminals, the important
design question is not the identity of terminals in each group
of the traffic in each group. If w e havean
but the portion
extremely heavy load,ourgoal
is tofindthe
division into
groups that will allow our system to utilize the greatest portion of the communication resource available. Let
G I and SI
be the total offered traffic and the rate of success
of the strong
group, G2 and S2 thecorresponding
values fortheweak
group.Forsimplicityweshallassumeinthissectionthat
S
and G are measured per slot size. Using our standard assumption, that the total traffic offered by a terminal
is a Bernoulli
process, independent of the traffic offered by all other terminals, we can write
S, = ~ , e - ~ 1

1)

S, =
( 1G 2 e - G 2 e - G l .

0.20

I
1

10

100

NUMBER OF POWER GROUPS

Fig. 3.

Maximum utilization of ALOHA with power-groups.

+

Choosing G I and G2 in order to maximize S = SI
S2
we find that the'best
valuesare G l = 1 - l/e and G2 = 1 ,
thatthemaximumutilization
of asystemwithtwogroups
isachieved
is e - ( I - l f e ) = 0.531,andthatthisutilization
when S1/S2 = e - 1 . The above treatment can be generalized
to many groups.
Theorem 4: ConsideraslottedALOHAsystemwhose
infinitepopulation
of terminals is optimallydividedinto
r progressively weaker groups, such that a message
will never
bebotheredbytransmissionsfromweakergroups,and
will
always be destroyed by any transmission from its own group,
or from a stronger group. Then
V,, the maximum utilization
of this r-group ALOHA system, satisfies the following recursion relation:

Proof: Follows directly from the generalization
of (1 1 ) .
See [3].
The sequence V,., whose first portion is showninFig. 3,
isamonotonicincreasingsequenceconverging(slowly!)
to
1. This is not surprising, since when we have a
large number
of groups, most collisions will be between messages from different groups, and one of the messages will be successful,
Until now we have applied the idea of partially coordinated
groups (i.e., powergroups)tocentralizedALOHAsystems.
How can it be applied to networks? In our analysisof ALOHA
networks wehaveusedthetransmissionpower
tocontrol
range. We shall now assume that the
division into groups is
done by means which are independent of power so that transmission range can still be freely chosen.
We shall also assume
that the policy of assigning transmission power is independent
ofposition,andthatthedensity
of bothstrongandweak
sources is high and uniform.
OnesimplewaytoimproveALOHAnetworksbyusing
groups is thefollowing.Thesametransmissionrange
will
bechosenforbothstrongandweaktransmissions,andthe
partialcoordinationbetweenthem
willsimplyimprovethe
local ALOHA system. We saw that the maximum local utilization of a two-group ALOHA system is 0.53 1. Substituting this
in (8) we see that by using two groups with the same range,
of ALOHAnetworkscanbeimprovedfrom
thequality
d m = 0.607 t o
= 0.729. We see
that
since
networks are less sensitive than centralized systems to the limited
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utilization of the ALOHA scheme,it is hardertoimprove
them by introducing a better scheme.
The capability to divide terminals into two partially coordiALOHA
nated groups can lead to a greater improvement of
networks (in two or more dimensions) if transmission range is
chosenindependentlyforthetwogroups.Let
N l and N 2
be the average distance traveled by
messages from the strong
S 1 and S2 be thetraffic
andweakgroup,respectively.Let
density of thestrongandweakgroup,andlet
T1 and T2
betheaveragedelaysufferedby
messages fromthestrong
andweakgroup,respectively.Ina
heavily loadedsystem,
if thestronggroup
is absolutelyselfishitwillutilizethe
(8)
full channel in the way best for it, and we then get from
that T1 and SI satisfy

N12Sl
T l = 4en 7.
C

Thelocalutilization
of thestronggroup,whenoptimized
for heavy traffic, is 1/2e. It is easy to calculate that the strong
group leaves thenafraction
b = 0.793 of thetimeslots
unused,andtheseslotsareavailablefortheweakgroup.
That is, the capacity available to the weak group
is bC. Using
(8) we get that

T , = 4en-

N2 2s2
.
b2C2

T , themessagedelayaveragedoverallmessages,from
both
groups, is given by TS = T I S l f T2S2, andourgoal is t o
minimize T by choosing N1,N 2 , SI,and S2 subject to S1 f
S2 = S and subject to N I S l f N2S2 = N S . I t is simple to
T is minimizedwhen N,S1/NzS2 = l / b 2 = 1.59
seethat
and is then given by
T=4n-

N~

e

-S.

14- b 2 C 2

The
quality

of

(1 2)

this
two-group
network
therefore
is

d m / e= 0.774.

It is interesting to note that ( T l / T 2 ) = ( N l / N z ) but that
( S 1 T 1 / S 2 T 2 )= (1/b2) = 1.59.Thatis,wecanchoosethe
ratiobetween T 1 and T2 at will(byadjusting
N l / N 2 ) but
the contribution of the strong and weak group to the average
delay and to the average number of messages in the network
will always, in an optimized system, be in a fixed ratio.
In deriving (12)weassumedthestronggroup
is selfish.
In[3]weshowthatthe
verysteadytwo-group
ALOHA
networkwillbeslightlybetter
if thestronggroup
is not
absolutely selfish. For a summary of the optimal range and
thenecessarycapacityinvarioustwo-dimensionalnetworks,
see Table I.
A randomaccesscommunicationsystemcarryinga
given
amount of trafficgeneratedbyfewterminals
will perform
better than a system carrying the same traffic generated by
manyterminals.Thereason
is thattwo messagesgenerated
by the same terminal will never collide.
A system with fewer
terminals will thereforehave tosuffer less contention.For
[ 1 ] showedthatwhilethemaximum
example,Abramson
utilization of “infinite population” ALOHA is l / e , t h e maximum utilization of an ALOHA system consisting of a station
and two terminals is 1/2.
Since random access systems with a small population have
better utilization and smaller delay than systems with
a large
population,one is led tothefollowinghierarchicalscheme
foracentralizedcommunicationsystem.Dividethevery
largeterminalpopulationintoasmallnumberofgroups.
will
Assign arepeater to eachterminalgroup.Eachgroup
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TABLE I
BEST TRANSMISSION RANGE AND NEEDED CAPACITY
FOR NETWORKS

Organization

Capacity

M”I
ALOHA (one group)
ALOHA (two
groups,
.
- - same range)
selfish
ALOHA (two groups, separate ranges) considerate

Range
Ro
0.607Ro
0.729Rn
0.774RO
0.782Ro

CO
1.647Co
1.372Cn
1.292Ci
1.279Co

communicatewithitsrepeater,andtherepeaters
will communicate with the station,
All communicationswillusethe
fullcapacityofthechannel.Repeatersmaysometimesbe
necessaryinorder
to extend the range of transmission, but
we shall assume this is not a problem, and shall only be interestedinintroducingrepeatersinorder
to improvesystem
performance, that is, t o lessen thedelaywhen
S and C are
given,orlessenthecapacitynecessarywhen
S and T are
given. In [3] we show that such atwo-level centralized system
based o n ALOHA willbebetterthantheone-level
ALOHA
whenheavilyloaded.Whenveryheavilyloadedthree
levels
ALOHA levelsare
will beevenbetter,butmorethanthree
never necessary.
Multilevel ALOHA centralized systems can be better than
one-level ALOHA whenthetraffic
is heavy,becauseinthe
top level we can have a contention system with a small population,whichcanbetterutilizeitscommunicationresources.
In [31 we show that such a multilevel organization will never
improve ALOHA networks.Inheavilyloaded
ALOHA networks the optimal transmission radius
is small. That is, even
withoutrepeaters,wheneverthetraffic
is steadyweshould
make our contending terminal system as small and as finite
aswedare!Repeaters.arenotnecessaryforimprovingthe
utilization of heavilyloadednetworks,andtheextralevel
they introduce is wasteful. Repeaters can be very useful, for
networks of intermediateburstiness, if ALOHA is used for
terminal-repeater communication and dedicated channels are
For atreatment
usedforrepeater-repeatercommunication.
of such mixed-mode networks see [41.
In this section we have considered two ideas that can improverandomaccessschemes:powergroupsandmultilevel
hierarchical organization. We have treated ALOHA in detail,
but the conclusions are general and intuitive. Heavily loaded
to thecommon
centralizedsystemsmustcarryalltraffic
destination. But networks can adjust, by choosing the transmission range, and make sure the channel
is not very heavily
loaded at any point. Schemes, like power groups, that improve
centralized systems by a certain factor
will improve networks
by the square root of that factor, a
less significant improvement. Schemes, like a hierarchy
of levels, that improve centralizedsystemsonlywhentheyareheavilyloadedwill
not
improve networks at all, because networks will never be that
heavily loaded.

V. CONCLUSIONS
Using a random access scheme for a communication system
consisting of alargenumberofdistributedterminals
is extremelysimpleandthereforeappealing.Butforexample,
aheavilyloaded
centralized ALOHA system,inwhichall
messagesmustreachonecommondestination,willneed
e
times more bandwidth than the theoretical best (and impossible!) M / M / l .
Randomaccess networks are in abetterposition.Since
messages have various distributed destinations the channel can
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bespatiallyreused:
i.e., varioustransmissionscansuccessfully use the channel at the same time
if they are separated
spatially and do not interfere at their destinations. The contention between messages is not directly determined by the given
traffic,anditcanbeadjustedbychoosingthetransmission
range.
By modeling a homogeneousandisotropicnetworkby
a
continuum of terminals,wecalculatedtheoptimaltransmisfitimes worse
sion range. An ALOHA network need be only
M/M/1 network,evenwhenvery
thanthecorresponding
heavily loaded, as long as the calculated optimal range
is not
too small to. be practical. The calculated range becomes
too
smallwhenonly
a fewterminalsarewithinrange
of each
other. But the problem of organizing and coordinating a system with a large number of terminals, which was the original
motivationforusingrandomaccess,
has disappeared,and
other access modes can then be used
t o advantage, although
we have not considered any in this paper.
Sincenetworkspay
a smallerpriceforcontentionthan
do the centralized systems, it
is harder to improve them by
reducingcontention.Splittingterminalsintopowergroups
canimproveanyrandomaccesssystem,especiallywhenthe
traffic is split between groups in
a good way, but the resulting improvement in centralized systems
is much more significant than the resulting improvement in networks.
In a centralized system all messages must reach the station,
and must therefore contend for its ear. A multilevel organizationusingALOHAat
alllevels canimproveheavilyloaded
single-destinationsystemsbyhavingonly
a smallnumber of
intermediatenodescommunicatedirectlywiththestation.
MultilevelALOHAorganizations
donothelpnetworks,because choosing the transmission rangeis a much more effective
means for controlling the amountof contention.
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